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Charging of dust grains in a plasma with negative ions
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The role of negative ions on the charging of dust grains in a plasma is examined. Two models for
negative ion distributions are considered. These are streaming negative ions and Boltzmannian
negative ions. It is found that the effects of the negative ion number density, negative ion charge, and
negative ion streaming speed significantly affect the dust grain surface potential or the dust grain
charge. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1566745#
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Dust grains are one of the common species of both sp
and laboratory plasmas.1–3 Dust grains in a plasma are no
neutral, but are charged due to their interaction with el
trons, ions, and background radiation. The dust grains
mainly charged by the collection of electrons and ions flo
ing onto their surfaces. Since ions are much heavier t
electrons, initially the ion current (I i) is much smaller than
the electron current (I e), and the dust grain becomes neg
tively charged. This increasesuI i u and decreasesuI eu until
uI i u5uI eu. When energies of electrons or ions are sufficien
high, they may pass through the dust grain material,
during their passage they may lose their energy partially
fully. A portion of the lost energy can go into exciting oth
electrons that, in turn, may escape from the dust grain.
emitted electrons are known as secondary electrons. Th
lease of these secondary electrons from the dust grain t
to make the grain surface positive. On the other hand, w
dust grains are within the radiative background, radiat
~energetic photons! incident onto the dust grain surfac
causes photoemission of electrons from the dust grain
face. The dust grains, which emit photoelectrons, may
come positively charged.1–3 The emitted electrons collide
with other dust grains and are captured by some of th
grains which may become negatively charged.1–3 There are,
of course, a number of other dust grain charging mec
nisms, namely thermionic emission, field emission, radio
tivity, impact ionization, etc.,1–6 which are significant only in
some different special circumstances.4–6

A number of theoretical and experimental investigatio
have carried out for understanding the charging of d
grains in a plasma under different conditions.7–10 Barkan
et al.9 investigated the charging of dust grains in a plas
containing Maxwellian electrons and ions, and by consid
ing the electron and ion collection currents. They theor
cally calculated the dust grain surface potential by the c
dition of zero net current, and also conducted a laborat
experiment to verify their theoretical results. Similar
Walch et al.10 investigated the charging of dust grains in
plasma whose constituents are Maxwellian electrons
ions as well as energetic electrons. They also verified t

a!Permanent address: Department of Physics, Jahangirnagar Universit
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theoretical results in their laboratory experiments.10

Recently, negative ions are found to be an extra com
nent ~which may occur naturally or may be injected for
external sources! in most space and laboratory plasmas.11–15

Understanding the role of negative ions on plasma proper
is very important for the potential control of an electrode
etching and deposition plasmas,11,12 the extraction electrode
of negative ion source,11–14 the formation of voids,15 etc.

In this Brief Communication, we theoretically study th
effects of negative ions on the charging of dust grains i
plasma composed of Boltzmannian electrons, positive i
and streaming or Boltzmannian negative ions. We find t
the effects of the negative ion number density, negative
charge, and negative ion streaming speed can significa
affect the dust grain surface potential or the dust gr
charge.

We consider a dust grain of radiusr d immersed in our
multi-component plasma. The electron and ion currents flo
ing onto the dust grain surface are given by9

I e524pr d
2neeS kBTe

2pme
D 1/2

expS efd

kBTe
D ~1!

and

I i54pr d
2niZieS kBTi

2pmi
D 1/2S 12

Ziefd

kBTi
D , ~2!

where2e (Zie) is the electronic~ionic! charge,ne (ni) is
the electron~ion! number density,me (mi) is the electron
~ion! mass,Te (Ti) is the electron~ion! temperature,kB is
the Boltzmann constant, andfd is dust grain surface poten
tial relative to the plasma potential.

We assume that the negative ion streaming speedv0 is
much larger than the negative ion thermal speed. Thus,
negative ion currentI n can be approximated as3

I n.24pr d
2nnZnev0S 11

2Znefd

mnv0
2 D , ~3!

where2Zne is the negative ionic charge,nn is the negative
ion number density, andmn is the negative ion mass.
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Now using the relationfd5qd /r d , the no net current
condition I e1I i1I n50, and the quasi-neutrality conditio
ne2Zini1Znnn2qdnd /e50, whereqd is the dust charge
we have

As2
Zi

As
U2m~12a1Zi PU!exp~U !

2abA2pU0

Zn

Zi
S 11

ZnU

U0
D50, ~4!

where s5Ti /Te , U5efd /kBTe , m5(mi /me)
1/2, a

5nn /ni , b5(mi /mn)1/2, U05mnvo
2/2kBTe , P

54pndr dlD0
2 , lD05(kBTe/4pniZi

2e2)1/2, and mn is the
mass of the negative ions. Equation~4! gives the variation of
the dust grain surface potentialU ~measured relative to th
plasma potential! with the parameterP including the effect
of negative ion streaming. To find its numerical solution f
U(P) ~which is multi-valued!, is more complicated and te
dious. However, one can easily solve it forP(U) and can
obtain theU vs P curves by choosing a range of all possib
values ofU.

We numerically solve Eq.~4! and display the variation
of U againstP for some typical plasma parameters that a
representative of low-temperature laboratory discharges:11,15

Zi51, b51 ~the positive and negative ions being O2
1 and

O2
2), s50.121, a5020.8, Zn51, Zn52, andU050.1

21. The results are presented in Figs. 1–3.
Figure 1 shows how the behavior of theU vs P curves

are modified by the presence of negative ions. It indica
that when no negative ion is present~i.e., a50), our result
(U vs P curve! is in excellent agreement with the measu
ments of Barkanet al.9 However, fora.0.1 the behavior of
the U vs P curves is modified significantly. Figure 2 show
how the behavior of theU vs P curves are modified by the
negative ion charge. Figures 1 and 2 show for a typi
plasma parameter regime that the increase in the negativ
number density or the negative ion charge~which means a
significant reduction of electrons because of the qu

FIG. 1. The variation ofU againstP for Zi51, b51 ~the positive and
negative ions being O2

1 and O2
2 , respectively!, s51, Zn51, U051.0, and

for a set ofa, from a50 ~bottom! to a50.8 ~top! in steps of 0.2.
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neutrality condition! decreases the value of the dust gra
surface potential. Figure 3 shows how the behavior of theU
vs P curves are modified by the streaming speed of nega
ions. It shows for a typical plasma parameter regime tha
we increase the negative ion streaming speed, the valu
the dust grain surface potential increases. The effect of
ion temperature (s) on theU vs P curves has been found t
be insignificant.

We have discussed up to now the modification of theU
vs P curves when negative ions are streaming. In the follo
ing, we study the behavior of theU vs P curves when the
negative ions are Boltzmannian. The currentI n associated
with Boltzmannian negative ions is11,12

I n524pr d
2nnZneS kBTn

2pmn
D 1/2

expS Znefd

kBTn
D , ~5!

whereTn is the negative ion temperature. As before, us
the relations fd5qd /r d , I e1I i1I n50, and ne2Zini

1Znnn2qdnd /e50, we have

FIG. 2. The variation ofU againstP for Zi51, b51, s50.2, a50.4,
U051.0, Zn51 ~solid curve!, andZn52 ~dash curve!.

FIG. 3. The variation ofU againstP for Zi51, s50.2, a50.4, Zn51, and
for a set ofU0, from U050.1 ~top! to U051 ~bottom! in steps of 0.3.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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As2
Zi

As
U2m~12a1Zi PU!exp~U !

2abAg
Zn

Zi
expS ZnU

g D50, ~6!

where g5Tn /Te . We numerically analyze Eq.~6! for the
same plasma parameters as before11,15 ~viz. Zi51, b51, s
50.121, a50.120.8, Zn51, Zn52, andg50.121), and
find that for a fixed nonzeroa, the negative ion charge ha
no significant effect on the behavior of theU vs P curves.
This is because the electrons and negative ions follow
same ~Boltzmann! distribution and satisfy the quas
neutrality condition. The negative ion temperature is a
found to have an insignificant effect on the behavior of theU
vs P curve. However, theU vs P curve is significantly modi-
fied whena is increased. The modification of theU vs P
curves due to the increase in the negative ion number den
is shown in Fig. 4. We have found here that the increas
the negative ion number density~which means a significan
reduction of electrons because of the quasi-neutrality co
tion! decreases the magnitude of the dust grain surface
tential (ufdu).

To summarize, we have examined the effects of stre
ing negative ions as well as Boltzmannian negative ions
the charging of a dust grain in a plasma. It has been fo

FIG. 4. The variation ofU againstP for Boltzmannian negative ion distri-
bution and forZi51, Zn510, s50.2, g50.5, and for a set ofa, from
a50 ~bottom! to a50.8 ~top! in steps of 0.2.
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that in the presence of negative ions~viz. aÞ0) the behavior
of theU vs P curve is modified significantly. It has also bee
shown that~i! the increase in the negative ion number de
sity or the negative ion charge decreases the magnitud
the dust grain surface potential (ufdu), ~ii ! the increase in the
negative ion streaming speed increasesufdu, and ~iii ! the
increase in the Boltzmannian negative ion number den
decreasesufdu. The effect of the negative ion streaming
found to give rise some new features of theU vs P curves.
We, therefore, propose that laboratory experiments shoul
performed for measuring the dust charge in plasmas cont
ing negative ions. The latter are supposed to play a v
important role in processing plasmas~e.g., Ref. 15!, and
knowledge of dust charge is a necessary perquisite for
derstanding the salient features of strongly coupled du
plasma systems.
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